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Abst ract - -The  decomposition method can be an effective procedure for solution of nonlinear and/or  
stochastic ontinuous-time dynamical systems without usual restrictive assumptions. This paper is 
intended as a convenient tutorial review of the method. 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To hope to attain the objective of solving frontier physical problems, we must be prepared 
to deal with dynamical systems modelled by differential, delay-differential, integro-differential, 
and partial differential equations which may be strongly nonlinear and stochastic in parameters, 
inputs, or specified conditions. The modeling of such systems i necessarily a compromise between 
a realistic representation f the attributes of interest and a model which will be tractable by 
available mathematics. Thus simplifying assumptions are generally necessary. Linearization and 
perturbation are common assumptions which have been very useful. However, their use may 
mean that the problem being solved is no longer a proper epresentation f the physical problem 
whose solution is desired. Thus the result, however elegant with well-stated theorems, may not 
be physically realistic. That is, the mathematical results may deviate seriously from the actual 
results. 
There are other considerations a well. Closed-form analytical results are considered ideal 
and series solutions are considered approximations. However, all modeling is approximate and 
a closed-form solution to a linearized version, or one in which stochastic behavior is replaced by 
delta-correlated processes, is not to be preferred over a series solution of the actual problem - -  
especially if the convergence is rapid. 
The decomposition method oes not change the problem into a convenient one for use of linear 
theory. It therefore provides more realistic solutions. It provides eries olutions which generally 
converge very rapidly in real physical problems. When solutions are computed numerically, the 
rapid convergence is obvious. The method makes unnecessary the massive computation of dis- 
cretized methods for solution of partial differential equations. No linearization or perturbation is 
required. It provides an effective procedure for analytical solution of a wide and general class of 
dynamical systems representing real physical problems (as opposed to pathological mathematical 
systems). There are some quite significant advantages over methods which must assume linearity, 
"smallness," deterministic behavior, stationarity, restricted kinds of stochastic behavior, uncou- 
pled boundary conditions, etc. It has reached a point where rigorous study of the foundations 
will be valuable. 2 The method has features in common with many other methods but it is dis- 
tinctly different on close examination and one should not be misled by apparent simplicity into 
superficial conclusions. The only proof that really matters is that it solves the physical problems. 
A general description with reasonable examples 3 follows. 
1 It cannot, however, be a replacement for the references. 
2In this connection, a convergence proof for ordinary differential equations and of the reason for rapid rate of 
convergence is to be published. 
3It is irrelevant whether any of the examples are also solvable by other methods. The reader must be able to 
compare and verify and solutions to black holes or unified field theories would clearly not be included in a tutorial 
paper. It will solve some serious problems that will be published. 
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2. BASIC METHODS 
Beginning with an equation Fu(t) = g(t), where F represents a general nonlinear ordinary 
differential operator involving both linear and nonlinear terms, the linear term is decomposed 
into L + R, where L is easily invertible and R is the remainder of the linear operator. For 
convenience, L may be taken as the highest order derivative which avoids difficult integrations 
which result when complicated Green's functions are involved. Thus the equation may be written: 
Lu + Ru + Nu = g (1) 
where Nu represents the nonlinear terms. Solving for Lu, 
Lu = g -  Ru-  Nu. (2) 
Because L is invertible, an equivalent expression is: 
L-1Lu  = L - lg  + L -1Ru-  L - tNu .  (3) 
If this corresponds to an initial-value problem, the integral operator L - t  may be regarded as 
definite integrations from 0 to t. If L is a second-order operator, L -1 is a two-fold integration 
operator and L -1Lu  = u - u(O) - tu'(O). For boundary value problems (and, if desired, for 
initial-value problems as well), indefinite integrations are used and the constants are evaluated 
from the given conditions. Solving (3) for u yields: 
u = A + Bt  + L - lg  - L -1Ru - L -1Nu,  (4) 
oO The nonlinear term Nu will be equated to ~']~n=o An, where the An are special polynomials to be 
discussed; and u will be decomposed into Y~=o un, with u0 identified as A + Bt + L - lg .  
oo  oo oo  
y~ u,~ = uo-  L -1R  y~ u , , -  L -1E  A .  
n-~O n----O n----O 
Consequently, we can write 
ul = -L - tRuo-  L-1Ao 
u2 = -L -1Ru l  - L-1A1 (5) 
Un+l = -L -1Run - L-XAn 
The polynomials An are generated for each nonlinearity so that A0 depends only on u0, A1 
depends only on u0 and ua, At depends on u0, ux, u2, etc. [1]. All of the u,  components are 
OO OO 
= )"]~n=o An for Nu is equal calculable, and u ~n=o un. It is now established that the series 
to a generalized Taylor series for f(uo), that y']n°°__o un is a generalized Taylor series about the 
function u0, and that the series terms approach zero as 1~(ran)! if m is the order of the highest 
linear differential operator. Since the series converges and does so very rapidly, the n-term partial 
sum ion = )"]~-01 ui can serve as a practical solution. The limitn--.oo[ion = )"]~--0 t ui] = u. It is 
important o emphasize that the An can be calculated for complicated nonlinearities of the form 
--a~ 2 
f (u ,C , . . . )  or f(g(u)).  As an example, the An for e -x2 are A0 = e o, At = -2Xoxte -x2°, 
A2 = {2x0~x~ - x~ - 2x0x~}e -~,  etc. For a simple example such as x = k + e , the error 
in a four-term approximation ~04 is already less than .001%. Also, since we are not linearizing 
or assuming "weak nonlinearity," the solutions tend to be much more physically correct than 
those obtained by other methods of approximation based on simplifying assumptions. Numerical 
values can be computed if desired, and it is then easy to see convergence as we calculate terms [1]. 
Since the solutions are analytic (and verifiable by substitution), physical insight into functional 
relationships follows. 
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The An are given as 
Ao = f(uo) 
A1 = ul(d/duo)f(uo) 
A2 = usd/duof(uo) + (u2t/2!)(dS/du2o)f(uo) 
Aa = ua(d/duo)f(uo) + ulus(dS/dugo)f(uo) + (u~/3!)da/duaf(uo) 
(6) 
and can be found from the formula 
n 
An = E c(v, n)f(V)(uo) (7) 
y=l  
where the second index in the coefficient is the order of the derivative and the first index progresses 
from 1 to n along with the order of the derivative. In the linear case f (u )  = u, and the An reduce 
to u, .  Otherwise A,~ = A,~(uo, u l , . . . ,  u , )  as seen in [1]. For f (u )  = u 2, for example, A0 = u02, 
A1 = 2uoul, As = u~ +2u0u2, A3 = 2ulu2+2uou3, . . . .  It is to be noted that in this scheme, the 
sum of the subscripts in each term of the An are equal to n. The c(v, n) are products (or sums of 
products) of v components of u whose subscripts um to n-divided by the factorial of the number 
of repeated subscripts. Thus c(1, 3) can only be us. c(2, 3) is utu2 and c(3, 3) = (1/3!)u~. For a 
nonlinear equation in u, one may express any given function f (u )  in the An by f (u )  = ~_,,~¢°=o An. 
If we consider the equation y' + y - y2 = 0, it can be written in the form 
co 
Ly = -y  + E An 
n=0 
oo oO 
y = y (o ) -  L -1 + L - '  A .  
n=O n=O 
~0 = y(o )  
Yl = -L - Iyo  + L-1Ao = -L - lyo  + L-Iy2o 
Y2 = - -L - ly l  + L-1A1 = -L - ly t  + L- I(2yoYl)  
If y(0) = 2 we have y = 2 + 2t + 3t s + 13t3/3 + 75t4/12 + . . .  for t < ln2. Note we can verify 
solutions at any n-term approximation ~on. Thus, for the equation y' + y~ = t s + 1 with y(0) = 0, 
we get the two-term approximation 
~OS = YO + Yl = (t + ~3/3) -- ( ta/3 + 2t5/15 + t r /63)  
If we substitute into the original equation, only Y0 is used in the nonlinear term, not Y0 + Yl as 
in the y' term. In approximating y~, ~-~n°Q_ o An is limited to the A0 term since Yl depends only 
on A0. 
3. EXAMPLES 
Let us now discuss some simple examples to clarify use of the method. 
EXAMPLE 1. If we consider the anharmonic oscillator described by 
d20/dt s + k s sin 0 = 0 
with k s = g/l and large amplitude motion and assuming 0(0) = 7 and 0'(0) = 0 we write 
LO + NO = 0 
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We obtain 
0 = Oo - L-1NO = 0o-  L -1 ~A.  
rl-~O 
where NO = k 2 sin 0. Since for NO = sin 0 we have 
Ao = s in  0o 
A1 = 01 cos 0o 
A2 = - (012/2) sin 0o + 02 cos 0o 
etc., we get 
O0 =')" 
01 = -L - l k2Ao  
O~ = -L - l k~A1 
Since L -1 represents a two-fold definite integration from 0 to t, 
01 = - (  k2t2 /2!) sin 7 
O~ = (k4t4/4!) sin 7 cos 7 
03 = -(k6t6/6!)[sin 7 cos2 3' - 3 sin z 7] 
and ~on = ~"]~__-01 i is our approximation. 
EXAMPLE 2. Mathieu's equation j~+f(t)y = 0 with f ( t )  = a+/3coswt ,  a and/3 are constants. 





Yn+ l " -  
(a +/3coswt)y = 0 
- (a  +/3coswt)y 
oo 
u(o) + ty'(o)- z-l(  +/3 cos t) u. 
rl-~O 
u(o) + ty'(o) 
- L - i (a  + /3coswt)yn (n > O) 
EXAMPLE 3. Airy's Equat ion y" - ty = 0; y(0) = 1, y'(0) = 1. The equation is written in the 
form 
Ly - Ry = 0 
with L = d2/dt 2, R = t, L -x = f~(f~[.]dt)dt. Then operating with L -1 we obtain 
y(t) -- y(O) + ty'(O) + L-1Ry. 
yo=l+t  
t 3 
Yl = L-1Ryo = L- i t (1  + t) - -~  + 
t 6 t 7 
t 4 1 • t s 2 • t 4 
3 .4  3! 4[ 
1 -4 .6 . t  6 2 .5 . t  T 
Y2 = L -  I Ryl - 
2.3 -5 .6  
1 .4 .7 . . .  (3n - 2)/3" 
Y" = (3n)! 
OO 
3.4 .6 .7  6! 7! 
2 .5 .8 . . . (3n -  1)t 3n+l 
+ 
(3n + 1)! 
y(t) = Z Yn is the Airy's function. 
n----0 
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EXAMPLE 4. Consider the equation d2u/dz 2 - kzPu = g with u(1) = u( -1 )  = 0. Using the 
decomposition method [1], write L = d~/dx 2 and Lu = g + kxPu. Operating with L -x, we have 
L - ILu  = L-19 + L - lkxpu.  Then 
U ~--- C: + C2X + gx~/2 + L -1]cxPu  
Let u = ~-':~=0 u,, with uo = cl + c2x + gx2/2. Then um+t = L-tkzPu,n with m > 0. Thus u = 
~'~==o(L-lkxP)'nUo or u = ~'~==o(L-lk~rP)'~cl+~_,~=o(L-lkxP)"*c2x+~,==o(L-lkxP)mgx2/2, 
and finally u = clOl(x)  + c202(x) + r (x )  where 
co  
o1(~) = ~ k~x"~P+2m/(mp + 2m- 1)(rap + 2m) 
m=0 
oo 
o2(x) = ~ k~P+2m+11(mp + 2m)(~p + 2.~ - 1) 
rn=O 
oo 
r (x)  = ~"~(1/2)gkmzmP+2'n+2/(mp+ 2m  1)(rap + 2m + 2) 
m----0 




or 0C  = r or C = o - : r  with 
have clOt(1)+c202(1)+r(1) = 0 and ClOt(-l)+c2O2(-l)%r(-l) = 
¢2(1) c: - r (1 )  \ 
O- := 
(02( - I )  -02(I) 
-O:(-I) 01(1)) 
01(1)02(-1) - 02(1)01(-1) 
Thus 
c: - [¢2( I ) r ( - I )  - ¢2( - i ) r ( I ) ] / [o i ( I )O2( - I )  - o~(1)o i ( -1 ) ]  
c~ = [o : ( - l ) r (1)  - o : (1 ) r ( - l ) ] / [o : (1 )¢2( - l )  - o2( I )%: ( - I ) ]  
and the complete solution has been determined. The same procedure solves nonlinear equations 
if the An polynomials are used for nonlinear terms. 
Suppose in the above example, we let k = 40, p = 1, g = 2. Thus we consider the equation 
d2u/dx 2 - 40xu = 2 with u ( -1 )  = u(1) = 0.* This is the one-dimensional case of the elliptic 
equation A2u = f ( z ,  y, z) + k(x, y, z)u arising in problems of physics and engineering. Here L = 
d2/dx 2 and we have Lx = 2 + 40xu. This is a relatively stiff case because of the large coefficient 
of u, and the nonzero forcing function which yields an additional Airy-like function. Operating 
with L - :  yields u = A+Bx+L- I (2 )+L- I (4Ozu) .  Let u0 = A+Bx+L- I (2 )  = A+Bz+z 2 and 
oo 
let u = ~-,n=o un with the components to be determined so that the sum is u. We identify un+t = 
L- l(4Oxun). Then all components can be determined, e.g., Ul = (20/3)Ax 3 + (10/3)Bz 4 + 2x ~ 
and u2 = (80/9)A~ 6 + (200/63)Bz 7 + (10/7)x s, etc. An n-term approximant ~n = ~'~'~ ui 
with n = 12 for z = 0.2 is given by -0.135649, for z = 0.4 is given by -0.113969, for z = 0.6 is 
given by -0.083321, for z = 0.8 is given by -0.050944, and for z = 1.0 is, of course, zero. These 
easily-obtained results are correct to seven digits. We see that a better solution is obtained and 
much more easily than by variational methods. The solution is found just as easily for nonlinear 
versions without linearization. 
EXAMPLE 5. The Duffin9 and Van der Pol Oscillators: The Duffing oscillator and the 
Van der Pol oscillator can be considered without linearization or "smallness" assumptions. The 
treatment can also include randomness in coefficients or inputs without customary restrictions 
£..Q~A 2[:5-H 
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to special processes or perturbation theory. When we consider, for example, the equation for a 
simple pendulum, we usually approximate sin x by x to obtain the harmonic oscillator equation. 
Suppose we go a step further and write sin x = x - x3/3!, i.e., use the first two terms of the series 
for sin z assuming small x. We then get the equation x" + 0J~x + ez 3 = 0, which is the Duffing 
equation with c as a "small" parameter. This is a perturbation method, and one would seek a 
solution in the form x(t) = x0(t) + cxl(t)  + . . . .  Using decomposition, the smallness assumption 
becomes unnecessary. 
In dealing with stochastic oscillators, we depart again from usual procedures which require 
some sort of approximation i order to determine the second-order response statistics. A com- 
mon procedure in this connection is statistical linearization. This procedure simply replaces the 
original nonlinear equation with a so-called "equivalent" linear system. Thus, if we write an 
oscillator equation in the form; 
x" + ax' + wox + ~f(x)  = F(t) 
where x(t) is a displacement, a is a damping constant, w0 is a linear frequency, ~f (x)  is a 
nonlinear estoring force, and F(t) is a stationary process, the process of statistical linearization 
substitutes 
x" = ~x I + 72x = F(t) 
where 72 is determined in such a way that the mean square error due to the replacement is
minimized, and the mean displacement is the same for both systems. It is customary to assume 
F(t) is Gaussian and delta-correlated with zero-mean, or, (F(t)) = 0 and (F(t)F(t '))  = n&(t - 
t~). This latter assumption is, of course, made for mathematical, not physical, reasons and is 
physically unrealistic. We propose none of these restrictions and will solve the actual nonlinear 
equation. 
The Dufflng oscillator is described by the equation: 
y" + ay'  + f~y + 7y 3 = x(t) 
The Van der Pol equation is generally given as: 
y" + ey2y ' - ey' + y = x(t) 
or by 
which we rewrite again as 
since y2y, = (d/dt)(y3/3). 
y,, +  y,(y2 _ 1) + = x(t)  
y" + .y '  + +  (d/dt)y s = x(t) 
Thus (~ = -e ,  ~ = 1, 7 = e/3 relates the last equation to the two 
previously given forms. We now have our standard form ~y = £y+JV'y = x, or Fy = Ly+Ny = x 
if no stochasticity is involved. We will consider the equations to be deterministic here. 
The linear operator in both equations is given by d2/dt ~ + ~d/dt + ~. The nonlinear term Ny 
is a simple cubic nonlinearity 7y 3 in the case of the Duffing oscillator, and 7(d/dt)y 3 in the case 
of the Van der Pol oscillator. These terms will, of course, be expanded in our An polynomials 
generated for the specific nonlinearity. 
The treatment of the linear operator offers some alternatives. We can use the entire linear 
operator as L which enhances peed of convergence, but the inverse and consequent integrations 
become more difficult. We can also use part of the above operator which could be L = d2/dt 2, 
L = d2/dt 2 + ~d/dt, or L = d2/dt ~ +/3. We prefer in most cases to use L = d2/dt 2, i.e., the 
highest order differential operator. We expect his to give the slowest convergence but much easier 
integrations and less actual computation time. The remainder of the linear operator will be called 
R, the "remainder" operator. If L = d2/dt 2, R = ~d/dt + ~. (When we consider stochasticity, 
we will use a script letter ~ for a random part of the operator and may have L + R + ~.) 
The choice made here (that L = d2/dt 2) yields the simplest Green's function for computation. 
In this case, L -1 is the two-fold definite integral from 0 to t. Generally, this choice of the highest 
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ordered derivative for L is the most desirable because the integrations are the simplest. If we 
invert the entire linear operator, convergence is expected to be much faster. It is interesting to 
examine a compromise here that can be used to advantage on occasion. 
If we choose L = ar2d#, 2 +/7, R = ad/dt,  we gain something in convergence rate over the previous 
case and expect o lose something in easy computability. The interesting aspect hat suggests the 
compromise is that we see we will get sine and cosine functions for solutions of the homogeneous 
equation. For the Dufling equation we now have 
Ly = x -  Ry -  7y 3 
Y = Cl~l(#') + c2~2(/) + L - ix -  L -1Ry-  7L- ly  3 
where ~l ,  ~2 satisfy L~ = 0 or d2~/dt 2+/7~ = 0. Consequently, 
~2(#') = (I/v/'J) sin V/~ 
Now 
or 
~. = ~,~l(t) + c~(#,) + L- '~ - L -1Ry-  ~L -~ ~ A. 
n~O n=O 
oo 




where the An are the appropriate polynomials for Ny = y3. These are given by: 
Ao=y~ 
A1 : 3y~yl 
As : 3yoy~ + 3y~y2 
A3 : !#31 + 6yoYlY2 -I- 3y~y3 
A4 : 3y21y~ -t- 3yoy~ + 6yoyly3 + 3y2oy4 
For the Van der Pol equation we have 
Y0 = y(0) -I- #,y'(0) + L- ix(#,)  
Yl - -L-lt i(d/d#,)Yo - L-1/Tyo - L-17(d/dt)Ao 
y~ - _L- lt i(d/d#,)yl - L-1/Tyl - L-17(d/d#,)A1 
etc. 
Stochastic Case: We could have stochastic fluctuations in a,/7, or 7 in addition, of course, to 
stochastic x(t) or initial conditions. Thus, in general we could write 
= (~)  + e 
/7 = (/7) + 
= (~) + 
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where e, ~/, a are zero-mean random processes. The solution process can now be obtained from 
oo 
Ly  = x -- a (d /d t )y  - j3y - 7 Z An 
n-~O 
oo 
- e (d /d t )y  - ~y - a ~ A .  
n=O 
where the An summation represents y3 in the Duffing case and (d /d t )y  3 in the Van der Pol case. 
Then y(t)  = ~-,n=o yn(t)  yields a stochastic series from which statistics can now be obtained 
without problems of statistical separability of quantities uch as (~Y/ where ~ = e(d/dt)  - 
which normally require closure approximations and truncations [1]. 
Systems of differential and partial differential equations are also solvable by decomposition. In 
the differential equation system we use a decomposition for each independent variable u, v , . . .  
and determine the set u0, v0, . . . ,  then find the set ul, vs , . . ,  in terms of the first set, etc. For 
a partial differential equation involving several inear operators we solve for each linear operator 
term in turn. Thus ~72u becomes L~:u -}- Lyu + L¢u. Solving for each of these terms yields three 
equations. Inverting the operators, we get three equations in u. Adding and dividing by three 
we get a final equation for u that is solved exactly like a differential equation 4. For a system of 
partial differential equations both the above ideas are incorporated. 
COMMENT. It makes no real difference whether we have an initial value or a boundary value 
problem in the one-dimensional case. Consider a simple example: dUu/dx 2 + au = g now letting 
or, g be constants purely for convenience in evaluation. The same procedure gives us u = Cl + 
c2x + L - lg  - L - lo tu  or 
for n > O. 
uo = cl + c2x + L - lg  : cl + c2x + gx2/2 
Un+ 1 -'- _L - l  olun 
u -- Cl + c2x + gx2/2 -- c lotx2/2 
-- c2o~x3/3! -- gaz4/4!  +. . .  
or 
. = c ,  
n~-0  
oo  
+ C2 Z( - -1 )no~nx2n+l / (2n  -F- 1)[ 
n----0 
0o  
+ g ~-~( -1) "a"z2"+~/(2n  + 21! 
n-~0 
whose analytic sum is 
. = C 1 COS V~X Jr" (C2/V~)  sin v f~x  + (g/o0[1 - cos x/'~ x] 
If this is an initial-value problem, we trivially identify c1 = u(0) and c2 = u°(0). 
boundary-value problem, we will have, in general, conditions uch as 
= v l  
If it is a 
4 See Section 5. a) of this paper. 
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Since normally we will not have the sum of the series but only the n-term approximant ~n = 
~-~n-I ui we will use ~n to satisfy the conditions. Although formal estimates are not available, 
except as discussed in [14], convergence is seen to be very rapid and the results are seen to be 
accurate for very low n. 
EXAMPLE 6. An example [14] using strongly coupled boundary conditions follows (and it is 
to be emphasized that it works equally well if the conditions or the equations are nonlinear or 
stochastic). 
d~u/dt 2 + v = 0 
d2v/dt 2 + u = 0 
on the interval I t /4,  7r/2] supposing we are given the boundary conditions: 
Bl(U, v) = (dldt)u(~r/4) + 1 /2u(~/4)  + 2v(~r/4) = 3 
B2(u, v) = (d ld t )u ( r l2 )  + l13u(Tr12) + 4v(~r/2) = 5 
B3(u, v) = (dldt)v(~rl4) + 114v(~r14) + 8u(~r14) = 7 
Ba(u, v) = (d/dt)v(Tr/2)+ 1/5v(,r/2)+ 16u(~/2)= 11 
I f  L = d2/dt ~, we have Lu = -v  and Lv = -u .  Then 
u = cl +c2t -  L - Iv  
v = kl + k2t -  L - lu  
so that 
U 0 = C 1 -~- e2t  
v0 = kl + k2t 
•1 ---- - L - l [k l  + k25] - -k i t2 /2  - k2t3/3 [
vl = -L - l [ c l  + c2t] = -e l f2~2 - c2t3/3! 
Continuing in this way we can write the n-term approximations ~n(t) and 8n(t). Using only three 
terms, i.e., ~3 and Oa substituted in the given conditions, we find cl = 0.20300, c2 = 1.00769, 
kl : 0.49390, and k2 = 0.98480. Verification by substitution yields three decimal place accuracy 
with only a three-term approximation. 
Often accurate solutions can be obtained with very few terms. Consider, for example: 
y ' -y -2y  2 y (O) -  1 
The decomposition solution is 
y = 1 - t  + 3t2 /2 -  13t3 /6+. . .  
Taking only a two-term approximation ~2 -- y0 + yl we have ~2 = 0.99. The exact solution is 
y = 1/(2 - e ~) = 0.99 to two places. 
In [1], error estimates are provided to show the effect of calculating more terms. However, 
when numerical results are desired, one sees the approach to a stable solution for the desired 
number of decimal places. 
EXAMPLE 7. Consider the equation uxx - uy~ = 0 on 0 < x ~ ~r/2, 0 < y < ~r/2 given 
conditions: 
u(O, y) = 0 u(lr/2, y) = sin y 
u(~, 0) = 0 u(~, ~/2) = sin 
Let L~ = O2/Ox 2 and L v -- c02/Oy 2 and write the above equation as Lxu = Lvu. 
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As usual in the decomposition method [1], we solve for each linear operator term, Lxu and 
Lyu, in turn and then apply the appropriate inverse to each. 
L : l  Lxu -- u - Cl]¢1 (y)  - c2]¢2(y )z  : L~ILvu 
= , ,  - e k3( ) - = L lL u 
or  
u = cJcl(y) + c2h2(y)x + L;1Lyu (8) 
U = C3]¢3(X ) + C4~4(X)y -~ L~IL~u (9) 
Define (~x = clkl(y) ÷ c2h2(y)x and ~y = c3k3(x) + c4k4(x)y to rewrite (8) and (9) as 
u = ¢~ + L~ILuu (10) 
u = (~y + L~IL:~u (11) 
One-term approximants to the solution u are u0 - ¢~ in (10) and u0 - (I)y in (11). Two 
term approximants are u0 + ul where ul = L~lLuuo in (10) and L~lL~uo in (11), etc. Thus 
u,~+l - L~lL~un in (10) and L~lLxun in (11) for n _> 0. 
For the x conditions u(0, y) -- 0 and uOr/2, y) = sin y applied to the one-term approximant 
uo : clkl(y) + c2k~(y)x, we have 
Cl]¢1(y) = 0 
c2k2(y)Tr/2 : sin y 
or c~ = 2/~r and k2(y) = sin y. 
For the y conditions u(x, 0) = 0 and u(x, ~r/2) = sin x applied to u0 = cak3(z) + c4k4(z)y, we 
get 
C3]¢3(X) ---~ 0 
c4k4(x)Tr/2 = sin x 
Thus c4 = 2/~r and k4(x) = sin x. 
If a one-term approximant were sufficient, the solution would be 5 
¢1 = (l12){(21~r)x sin y + (2/~r)y sin x} 
The next terms for (10) and (11) respectively are 
Ul = L~lLyuo = L'~lLy[c2zsiny] 
Ul = L'~lL~uo = L;1L~:[c4ysinx] 
We continue to obtain u~, u3, . . . .  Clearly, for any n, 
un = (L;1L~)nuo = ez(sin y)(--1)nx2n+l/(2n + 1)! 
un = (L~lnx)nuo = c4(sin x)(-1)ny~n+l/(2n + 1)! 
Letting (I)m represent the m-term approximant, we have for the two cases 
rn -1  
(I)m = c~ sin y ~ ( -1 ) "x2"+l / (2n  + 1)! (12) 
n----0 
m-1  
(I)m -- c4 sin x Z (-1)nY~n+l/(2n + 1)! (13) 
n=0 
n--1 
5An n - term approximant  is ¢~n ~- ~if f io ui. 
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We can now apply the conditions @rn(r/2, y) - sin y for (12); thus 
Clk l (y  ) - -  0 
ra-1 
c2 sin y Z (Tr/2)2n+l/(2n + 1)! = sin y 
n=0 
1 
c~ = E,~___oi(_l)n(~rl2)~.+11(2 n + I)! 
As  m --* oo, we get sin 7r/2 so that c2 ~ 1. The  sum in (12) approaches sin x in the limit. 
Now applying the conditions ~,~(z, 0) = 0 and (I)m(x, lr/2) = sin x, we have 
c3 3(z) = 0 
m.--1 
e4 sin x E ( -1)n(~/2)~n+l / (2n + 1)! = sin z 
1 
= + 1)! 
Again as rn ---* oo, c4 ---* 1 and the sum in (13) becomes in y. We can now write the exact solution 
u = (1/2){sin y sin x + sin x sin y} 
or  
u = sin y sin x 
since for this case, the series is summed. 
EXAMPLE 8. Now consider the example Lxu + L~u = g(z, y). Proceeding as before 
L~:u = g - Luu 
Luu = g - L~u 
L~lLxu = L~lg -  L~lLyu 
L~IL~u = L~lg - L~lLxu 
We suppose Lr, Ly are second-order. Then 
Identify u0 for each case 
U "- C lk l (y )  + c2k2(y )z  -{- L:lg - L~ILuu 
u0 = Clkl(y) + c2k2(y)z + L : lg  
u0 = c3k3(x) + c,k, (x)y + L ; lg  
Ul = -L : I  L~uo 
ul = -L~l  Lxuo 
To make the problem specific, choose g -- x 2 + y2 and assume the conditions 
u(O,y)=O u(l,y)--y2/2 
u(z,0) = 0 u (x ,1 ) - -  x212 
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UO : Clkl(y) Jr C2k2(y)x Jr L ; I (x  2 Jr y2) 
uo = C3k3(;g ) Jr c4k4(x)y Jr L~-l(x2 Jr y2) 
U0 -~ e l ]e l (y)  Jr c2k2(y)x  Jr x4/12 Jr x2y~/2 
U0 ---~ C3k3(X) Jr C4]e4(x)y Jr y4/12 Jr x2y2/2 
Satisfying the z conditions for the one-term approximant ~1, ~1(0, y) = 0 and ~o1(1, y) = y~/2. 
c lk l (y )  = 0 
e2k2(y) Jr 1/12 Jr y2/2 = y2/2 
c2k2(y) = -1/12 
Satisfying the y conditions ~Ol(X,0) = 0 and ~Ol(X, 1) = x2/2 so that 
c3k3(x ) ~-~ 0 
c4k4(~) + 1/12 + ~/2  = ~/2  
c4k4(x)  = -1/12 
The ul components are 
Ul = -L ;Y  Lyuo = -L ;1L~( -x /12  Jr x4/12 Jr x2y2/2) = -x4/12 
ul = -L'~lL~uo = -y4/12 
The two-term approximants are: 
~2 = uo Jr Ul 
= Clkl(y) Jr czk2(y).v - ~:/12 Jr x4/12 + z2y2/2 -- z4/12 
~2 = u0 + Ul 
= czkz(x) Jr c4k4(x)y - y/12 Jr y4/12 Jr x2y2/2 - y4/12 
Since ~2(0, y) = 0, Clkl(y) --- 0 and since ~2(1,y) = y2/2, c2k2(y)Jr 1/12 Jr y2/2 -  1/12 = y2/2 
or c2k2(y ) = 0. Since ~2(z, 0) = 0, c3k3(x ) = 0 and since ~2(z, 1) = x2/2, c4k4(x ) = 0. 
Now the two-term approximant ~o2 for the actual solution is obtained by adding the individual 
approximants and dividing by two 6 to get 
~o~ = x2y2/2 
which is the exact solution u in only two terms as can be easily verified. Note that if we compute 
more terms 
u2 = -L'~l LyUl = -L'~l Ly(-x4/12) = 0 
u2 = -L~l  LxUl = -L~I  L~(-y4/12) -- 0 
and all following terms vanish. Thus 
6This statement is correct and conforms to earlier discussions. However, either solution (which we have called 
partial solutions) is already correct. The partial solutions are equal when the x boundary conditions depend on 
y and the y conditions depend on x. When conditions on one variable are independent of the other variable, the 
partial solutions are asymptotically equal. Further discussion will be published in a forthcoming paper. 
is the exact solution. 
We note that writing 
Decomposition method 
u(x, y) -- z2y2/2 
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uo - cx kl (y) -I- c2k2(y)x -I- L ; l g( x, y) 
UO = csks(x) q- c4k4(x)y -{" Lylg(x, y) 
and satisfying the first equation with the x boundary conditions and the second with the y 
boundary conditions leads to two simple 2 × 2 matrix equations - -  one for clkl and c2k2 and 
the other for cak3 and c4ka, remembering that L~lg(x,y) is evaluated also at the boundary 
conditions, e.g., L~lgl~=~,. This is true for simple boundary conditions uch as U(~l, y) = bl(y), 
u(~2,y) = b2(y), u(x, rh) = ba(x), and u(x,rl2 ) = ha(x). More difficult boundary conditions 
involving expressions like 
(Oq/a"T)U(~I, Y) + ,t~I(y)u('~,, Y) =. bl (y ) 
(o/,9~)u(,~, y) + ~'~(y)u(,,~, y) = b~(u) 
for ~1 __~ X <: ~2 and 
(~/~y)U(Xl, 01) J¢"/~3(X)U(Xl, 7}1) = b3(x) 
(O/~y)u(xl, r]2) --I-/~4(x)U(Xl, ~12) = b4Cx) 
for r h _< y < 7}2. The most likely solution appears to be application of the decomposition method 
again to the boundary equations and is not considered at this time. For the simple boundary 
conditions, 2 x 2 matrices are sufficient. 
Suppose we now consider coupled partial differential equations with coupled boundary condi- 
tions. 
L~u + Ly~u + R~:~v + Ru~v = gl(z, y) 
L~2v + L~2v + R~:2u + Ry2u = g2(x, y) 
with the boundary conditions on x in [~1, ~2] given by: 
(o/Ox)u(~l, u) + a,(u)u(~,, y) + a2(y)v(~l, y) = h(u) 
(O/Ox)u(~2, y) + a3(y)u(~2, y) q- a4(y)v(~2, y) = b2(y) 
(O/Ox)v(~l, y) "-I- ab(y)v(~l, y) + a6(y)u(~l, y) = b3(y) 
( O/Ox)v(~2, y) .-I- aT(y)v(~2, y) + as(y)u(~2, y) = ha(y) 
and on y in [rh, r/z] given by: 
(Oli)y)u(x, rll ) -'1- a9(x)u(x, rh) -t- axo(X)V(X, rll) = bs(x) 
(o/a~)u(~, o~) + axx(~)u(~, '7~) + a,~(~)v(~, ~)  = b~(~) 
(al i )y)v(x,  O,) "4- als(x)v(x, fix) q- al4(X)u(x, rh) = b7(x) 
(o/Oy)v(~,,72) + als(~)v(~,,7~) + a~s(~:)u(~, 'n) = bs(~) 
Now on x in [~l, ~2] we determine four "constants" cl, c2, c5, cs, and from y on [rh, ~72] the four 
"constants" c3, c4, c7, cs (now a 4 x 4 matrix inversion). 
Let's now consider an example in the form V2u(x, y) + k(x, y)u = 0 with specified boundary 
conditions. Let's take 
u~ + u~u + (z 2 + y~)u = 0 
u(0, y) = u(x, 0) = 0 
u(1, y) = sin y 
u(x, 1) = sin x 
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We write the equation in the standard form [1] as 
L~u + L uu + Ru = 0 
where Lx = OU/Oz 2, L~ = 02/Oy 2, R = x 2 + y2. We obtain immediately 
L~u = -Luu  - Ru 
Lyu = -L:~u = Ru 
or  
u = ctk l (y)  + c2k2(y)x - L~ lLyu  - L~IRu  
= c~/:~(~) + c4/:4(~)y - L;IL,~,, - L ; IRu  
We satisfy the conditions on x using first only the u0 
Clk l (y )  
e~kl(y) + c2k2(y) 
so that  we have clkt = 0, c2 = 1, k2(y) = siny.  Now 
c3k3(x )  
c3/:3(~) + c4/:4(~) 
thus c3/:3 = 0, c4 = 1,/r4 = sinx. 
approximation; thus 
=0 
= sin y 
satisfying the y conditions 
=0 




U 1 = - L~ lL~xs iny  - L~tRxs iny  
u 1 = --  L~- 1 L~ y sin x - L~ 1 Ry sin z 
ul = (x3/3!) sin y - (x5/20) sin y - (x3/3!)y 2sin y 
+ c~k~(y) + c2k~(u)x 
~1 : (y3/3!) sin x -- (y5/20) sin x -- (yZ/3!)x2 sin x 
+ e3k~(~) + c,k,(~)u 
Now the two-term approximants u0 + Ul = ~2 are used to satisfy the boundary conditions 
~2(0, y) = ~2(z, 0) = 0, ~2(1, y) = sin y, to2(x, 1) = sin x. Equivalently the Ul terms must satisfy 
zero conditions so as not to change the boundaries. Either possibility yields 
clkl(y) = 0 
c2k~(y) = (1/6)y 2 sin y - (7/60) sin y 
c3k3(z) = 0 
C4k4(X) = (1/6)x 2 sin x - (7/60) sin x 
Substitut ing (16) 
Our results for the two separate quations in (14) are: 
uo = x s in  y 
(16) 
u0 = y sin z 
These are the one-term approximants to the separate equations. To obtain the next (Ul) terms 
we have from (15), 
ul = -L~IL~uo-  L~tRuo  
ul = -L~IL ruo  - L~IRuo  
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Thus the two-term approximants are 
~2 = z s in  y + (xa /3! )  s in  y - (z5/20) sin y 
--  (X3/3!)y 2sin y + (1/3!)y 2sin y -- (7/60) sin y 
~2 = Y sin x + (y3/3[) sin x -- (y5/20) sin z 
- -  (ya/3!)x2 sin x + (1/3!)x 2 sin z -- (7/60) sin z 
where half the sum of these is a two-term approximant to u. The Us term is 
u2 = -L ;1Lyu l  - L;1RUl 
u2 = -Ly l  L~ul - L~I Rul  
again using the evaluated ul and adding constants of integration to be evaluated as before. 
Note that use of the series for the sin x and sin y yields xy as a first term in both ¢2 equations. 
Since our solution adds these and divides by two, we have u = zy + . . . .  The fourth term of 
~b2 yields xay3/3!, so u = xy + xay3/3! + . . . .  We have other terms present as well, of course, 
which we denote by N, and it appears we can write u = s inzy+ N. Substitution shows N must 
vanish and u = sin xy is the solution. We can see some of the cancellations by writing out the 
terms. Thus, the second term of z sin y is -xy3/3[.  The first term of - ( z3 /3! )  sin y is -(xa/3[)y.  
Thus, these two terms are -xy3 /3!  + xay/3!. From the second ~2, which interchanges x's and 
y's, we have in the corresponding terms -yxa/3!  + yax/3!, so these four terms disappear. Thus, 
the procedure is clear, and u = sin xy. This phenomenon i  which successive approximants add 
and subtract "noise" terms which do not contribute to the final solution was pointed out earlier 
by Adomian and Rach [3] and requires further study. If  the solution were not an easily identified 
series, the complicated result would make it difficult to deal with. In a case such as this, our best 
recourse at present seems to be numerical computation to a stable result. 
EXAMPLE 9. Consider the example ux~ +u~ -xyu  = 2 and rewrite it as L~u+Lyu = 2+xyu 






Assume boundary conditions 
= 2+ xyu-  Lyu 
= 2+ xyu-  Lru 
= L;l[2] + L~l[xyu] - L;1L~u 
= 5~'112] + i~l[xyu] - L~lLxu 
= cl(y)x + c~(y) + x ~ + L'~l[zyu] - L ;1Luu 
= cs(x)y + c4(x) + y~ + L'~l[xyu] - L~lL=u 
given by: 
u(-1, y) = u(1, y) -- u(x,- I)  -- u(x, 1) = 0 
From the x conditions on Uo = c1(y)x q- c2(y) + x ~ 
+ + 1 = 0 
we get el(y) = 0 and c2(y) = -1  so that uo = - l+x  2. From the y conditions on uo = 
c3(x)y + + y2 
-c3(x) + c4(x) + 1 = 0 
C3(X ) + C4(X ) -I- 1 = 0 
we get ca(x) -- 0 and c4(x) = 1 so that u0 = - I  + y2. The ul terms for the two equations 
Ul = L ; Ixyuo  - L ;1L~uo 
ul = L~txyuo - L~tL~:uo 
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u~ = L~'~xy[-I + x ~] - n~Ly[ -1  + z 2] 
Ul - L~ lxy[ -1  ÷ y~] - L~'ILx[-1 -t- y2] 
Using the x conditions 
Ul - -xay16 + zSy120 + Cl + c2x 
Ul  = - -xya /6  + xyS/20 + ca + c4y 
y /6  - y /20 + cl - c2 = 0 
-y /6  + y/20 + Cl + c~ = 0 
Thus cl = 0 and c2 = 7/60 so that Ul = -x3y /6  + xSy/20 + 7x/60. Now using the y conditions 
we evaluate the second Ul or 
x /6  - x /20  + c3 - c4 = 0 
-x /6  + x/20 + c3 + c4 = 0 
which yields ca = 0 and c4 = 7x/60 or 
Ul  = - -xy3 /6  "% xyS/20 + 7y/60 
Thus a two-term approximation of each u is given by 
~2 = -1  + z 2 - xay /6  + xSy/20 + 7x/60 
ta2 = -1  + y2 _ xya /6  + xyS/20 + 7y/60 
We can continue now with 
us - L~ lxyu l  - L~ lLyu l  
u2 -- L '~ lxyu l  - L~IL~ul  
adding constants of integration, evaluating them, forming ~a, etc. When we get to a satisfactory 
~n, we write u ~ (1/2)[ta~ + ~] ,  e.g., for a one-term approximation u ~ -1  + (x 2 + y2)/2.  
For a two-term approximation 
u ~ -1  ÷ x2/2 + y~/2-  x3y /12-  xy3/12 
Thus, u~x + U~y = 2 - xy  
u:~ + uy~ - xyu  = 2 - xy  - xy( -1 )  = 2 
and the solution is correct o this approximation. 
EXAMPLE 10. Three-Dimensional  Case: We now explore the extension to the equation 
V2u(x, y, z) - k(x, y, z)u(x, y, z) = g(x, y, z) 
as a natural extension of the previously considered [2] equation u~:~ - 40xu = 2. We will choose 
again g = 2 (although there is no difficulty in treating g(x,  y, z)).  We choose k(x,  y, z) = xyz .  
Write Lx = 02/c9x 2, Ly = O~/ay ~, Lz = O2/Oz 2. Now 
[L~: + Lu + Lz]u - xyzu  = 2 
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Writing the operator equations 
Lxu = 2 + xyzu - [L v + L~]u 
L~u = 2 + xyzu - [L~ + L~]u 
L~u = 2 + xyzu - [Lr + Ly]u 
and applying the inverses, we have 
+ L~txyzu  - L;I[L~ + Lr]u 
U -- CSk3(Z, X) "JC C4k4(Z, X)y "b y2 
+ L ;~u - L; I[L~ + L j , ,  
u = c~k~(:~, y) + ~k6(~, y)~ + ~' 
+ L- ; lzyzu - L-~I[L~, + Ly]u 
Identify u0 in each equation 
U0 = Clkl(y,  Z) -b c2k2(y, z )x  -1- x 2 (17) 
U 0 : C3k3(Z , X) "~- C4k4(Z , x)y  "~ y2 (18) 
~0 = c5k5(~, y) + c5k6(~, y)~ + ~2 (19) 
The following components for n _> 0 are obtained from 
U.+l = Lg lxyzu, ,  - L; I[L~ + L~]u. 
Un+l = L;tzYZUn - Lg l [L ,  + Lx]un (20) 
un+l = L'[ lxyzun - L-[I[Lx + L~]un 
rn--1 The procedure now is to write ~om = ~"~n=0 un for each equation and to evaluate the unknown 
functions to satisfy the specified conditions, elkt and c2k2 from the z conditions, c3k8 and c4k4 
from the y conditions, and c51e5 and c6k6 from the z conditions. Assume the problem is defined 
onO<x<l ,O<y<l ,O<z<l .  
Consider the z conditions u(0, y, z) = a(y, z), u(1, y, z) =/~(y, z). Using the @1 = u0 in (17), 
we get 
clk l (y,  z) = ~(y, z) 
c2k~(y, z) = 13(y, z) - a(y, z) - 1 
Next the y conditions u(r, 0, z) = 7(z, z) and u(z, 1, z) = a(z, z) applied to ~'1 = u0 in (18) 
yields 
c~k~(~, ~) = ~(~, ~) - ~(~, ~) - 1 
The z conditions applied to ~Ol = u0 in (10) yields 
c,t~(x,  y) = ~(~, ~) 
cBk6(x, y) = 7(x, z) - o'(z, z) - 1 
We obtain 
u0 = ~(y, z) + x[p(y, z) - ~(y, z) - 1] + x 2 
uo =. 7(x, z) + y[ot(z, x) - 7(x, z) - 1] + y2 
uo = o'(x, z) + z [7(x ,  z)  - o'(x, z)  - 1] + z ~ 
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The evaluated uo's are used in (20) to get the u1's again adding the "constants" of integration 
to be evaluated as before. 
EXAMPLE 11. As a final example, consider the dissipative wave equation 
u,, - u~ + (O/Ot)(u 2) = g = -2s in  2 xs in t  cost 
with specified conditions u(0,t) = u(Tr, t) = 0 and u(z, 0) = sin x, ut(x, 0) = 0. We have 
uo = kl(z) + k2(x)t + L'~lg 
from the L,u equation and use of the two-fold definite integration L~ "1 and 
uo = kz(t) + k4(t)x - L; lg 
from the L~u equation and application of the two-fold indefinite integration L~ 1. From the 
specified conditions u(x, 0) = sin x and ut(z, 0) = 0 
kl (x) = sin x 
k2(x) = 0 
so that 
uo = sin x - (sin 2 x)(t /2 - 114 sin 2 0 
The n-term approximant ~,. is 
n-1  c~ 
= -1L i _ ion E (L ,  x) uo Lzl(o/Ot) E An 
i=0  n=O 
where 
Ao = uouo 
A1 = UOUl '+ UlUo 
The first term of ~n yields (t - t3/3! + ... )s inx or cost sin x. 
The Lzu equation makes no contribution because of successive cancellations, e.g., the second 
term of L~ 1Ltuo cancels the second term of u0. The Ltu equation gives the result u = cos t sin x. 
Thus the result is u = cost sin x+ noise terms that vanish as easily determined - -  most simply 
by substitution of u = cos t sin z + N to see that N - 0. 
To summarize the procedure, we have 
u, t  -- ux~ + (O/Or)f (u) = g(x, t) 
Ltu = g + Lxu - (cg/Ot)f(u) 
La~u = -g  + Ltu + (O/Ot)f(u) 
Applying the operators L~ "1 to the first equation and L~ 1 to the second, 
u = kl(x) + k~(x)t + L'[lg + L?IL~u - L?~(O/Ot)f(u) 
u = k3( t )  + k4(t)x - LZ~9 + LZ~L,u + LZ~(O/Ot)f(u) 
oo  oo  
Substituting u = )"~n=0 un and f(u) = ~"~n=0 An where An are defined for f(u) we have 
uo = k~(x) + k2(x)t + L?~g 
u,~+l = L?ILxu, - L?l(o/Ot)An 
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and 
uo = ks(t) + k4(t)x - L~lg 
un+l = L~l Ltun + L~l(O/Ot)An 
where, if both make a contribution, each can be solved to get an n-term approximation ~n 
satisfying the conditions before adding and dividing by two to  get the approximant to u as 
previously discussed in publications. However, we can work from one partial solution as noted 
earlier in this paper. The integration "constants" are evaluated from the specific conditions, i.e., 
each ~n satisfies the appropriate conditions for any n. 
To show a second specific solution, consider 
u,, -- u=z "}- (O/Or)f (u) -- g 
where f (u)  = uux or uu' and g = 2e - t  sin z - 2e -2t sin 9- x with init ial/boundary conditions given 
as 
u(x, 0) = sin z 
ut (x, 0) = - sin z 
u(O, t) = t) = o 
We have from the Ltu equation 
uo = kt(x) + ka(x)t + L?tg 
kl = sin z and k2 = - sin x so that 
uo = sin z - t sin x + L~- 1 [2e-t sin z - 2e -2t sin z cos z] 
U 1 - "  L'~IL~uo - - ( t2 /2! )  sin z + (t3/3!) sin z 
+ L ' (1LxLTtg -  L'~l(O/Ot)(UoUo) 
The third term of ul,  i.e., L~1LxL7112e -t sin x] = -2e  -~ sin z cancels the third term of u0, etc. 
From the Lxu equation, u0 = ka(t) + k4(t)z - L~tg we find that k3 = k4 = 0. 
The first terms of u0 and Ul cancel. Additional terms in ul are successively cancelled by the 
following terms of u2, u3, . . ,  so that the Lxu equation makes no contribution. Our result is 
u = e - *s inz  + N 
where we can verify by substitution that N vanishes and u = e - t  sin z is a complete solution. 
4. EFFECTS OF  L INEARIZAT ION 
It is easy to see the effect of linearization in a specific problem by linearizing Ny. For example, 
if Ny = e~, we can use e~ _~ 1 + y, calculate the result, then substitute Ny = ~-]~=0A,, 
where the A ,  are determined for eY. Nonlinear equations arise in every area of application, and 
the correct solution of dynamical systems modeled by nonlinear ordinary differential equations, 
systems of differential equations, partial differential equations, and systems of partial differential 
equations is vital to progress in many fields. In order to make these equations tractable, it is quite 
common to linearize equations or assume "weak" nonlinearity, etc., because adequate methods 
simply have not been otherwise available. It is known, of course, that the linearized solution 
can deviate considerably from the actual solution of the nonlinear problem and that linearization 
procedures require proof that the solution is valid. For example, writing x" = a sin z in the 
form z" = az requires knowing that z is sufficiently small. The decomposition method has 
substantially improved our ability to solve a wide class of nonlinear and/or stochastic equations. 
For example, it is now possible to obtain very accurate and verifiable solutions of nonlinear, 
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or even nonlinear stochastic equations for all of the above types even if nonlinear, stochastic, or 
coupled boundary conditions are involved. Usage of linearization has become rather standardized; 
however, solution of the actual nonlinear form is clearly preferable to a linear approximation. 
Since the linearized problem is a different problem, the usage of linearization requires justification 
that it is adequate in a particular problem to change it in this way. The practice of approximating 
a nonlinear function with a linearized version arose from the need to make equations tractable 
by simple analysis, since numerical solutions from computers have drawbacks and methods of 
analytical solution of nonlinear equations are generally inadequate. The belief that linearization 
and perturbation are essential procedures, the reluctance to give up the convenient analytical 
tool of superposition, and the faith that faster computers will solve everything are factors in 
preserving the status quo. 
Exact linearization is sometimes possible for a nonlinear equation - -  as in the case of Burger's 
equation - -  so that a convenient check can then be made of the decomposition solution. As an 
example, consider the nonlinear equation for u(x, t) 
us + ur + au + u 2=0 
with specified conditions. The transformation u = 1/~(z,  t) leads to the linear equation 
~t  + ~= - a~ = 1 
and conditions pecified on @; however, the nonlinear equation can be solved directly as follows. 
Using decomposition we write 
Ltu + Lru  + au + u 2 = O. 
Let Nu au 2 )-~n=0 , where 
A0 = u0 2
At = 2U0Ul 
As = u~ + 2UoU2 
A3 = 2ulu2 + 2u0u3. 




Ltu = -L~u - au - u 2 
L~u = -L tu -  au -  u 2. 
u = u(z,O) - L~IL~u-  aLT lu -  L~ lu  2 
u = u(O, t ) -  L~tL tu -  aL~lu -  L~ lu  2. 
u =(1 /2 ) (u (x ,  O) + u(O, t) - (L'~IL~ + L : I L , )u  
- a(L'(: + L; : )u  + (L'(: + L;1)u~}, 
= (1/2)N(x,  0) + 
Substitute u = )-~=0 u,~ and u 2 = ~"~=0 A,  to obtain 
un+l = - (1/2){L'~I L~ + L ;1L~)un 
- (1 /2)a{L~ 1 + L ;1}un - (1/2){L~ -1 + L ; t}An 
for n >__ 0 so that all components are determined. 
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Since, in general, solutions of nonlinear equations are made by linearizing the equations, it 
is natural to ask what the effect of linearization is on the actual solutions. Let us consider the 
equation 
Ly + Ry + Ny  = x(t) 
where L is the invertible linear operator, R is the remaining linear operator, and Ny is the 
nonlinear term. We have 
Ly = z -  Ry -  Ny  
y = ¢+ L - ix -  L -1Ry_  L -1Ny 
where L@ = 0. We assume the solution decomposition y = ~-~=0 Y- with Y0 = @ + L - Ix  and 
also the decomposition of the nonlinear term Ny into ~'~=0 An where the An are generated for 
the specific Ny. Then the components after Y0 are determinable in terms of Y0 as 
Yl - - L -1Ryo  - L-1Ao(Yo) 
Y2 - - L - IRy I  -- L- IAI(YO,Yl)  
Y3 = -L - IRY2  - L-1A2(Yo,Yl,  Y2) 
Yn =-L -1RYn-1  -L -1An- I (Yo , . . .  ,Yn-1) 
or, equivalently, 
YI = ( -L - IR )yo  - L-1Ao 
Y2 = (-L-1R)2Yo - ( -L -1R)L -1Ao  - L-1A1 
Y3 = ( -L -1R)ayo  - ( - L -1R)2  L-1Ao - ( - L -1R)L -1A1 - L-1A2 
n- -1  
Y, = ( -L -1R)nyo  - ~ '~( -L - IR )n - I -VL - IAv  
v=0 
for n _> 1. The solution is y = )"~=0 Yn or 
oo 
y- -  Z ( -L - IR )nyo  
n'=O 
oo n - - I  
- }2  - L-IA  
n=I v=O 






_ - L - l yo  
n=l  u=O 
i.e., the solution corresponds now to the equation Ly + Ry + y = z which yields 
Y- -  Yo - L -1Ry  - L - lY  
C~t~A 21:5-I 
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with 
Yl = -L -1Ryo  - L - lyo  
Y2 = -L -1F ly l  - L - l yo  
= ( -L -1R)2yo  - ( - L -1R)L - lyo  _ L - lyo  
Y3 - -  - L -1RY2 - L - ly l  
= ( -L -1R)Zyo  - ( - L -1R)2L - ty  o - ( - L -1R)L - lyo  - L - l y l  
The result on the solution of replacing Ny = f (y )  by y is seen by plotting the nonlinear and the 
linearized results. Similarly replacing f (y )  by another perhaps more sophisticated linearization 
is seen by simply calculating the A. for the linearized function replacing f (y ) .  For a general 
linear stochastic system it has been shown that the decomposition solution reduces to the results 
of perturbation theory in cases where perturbation theory is applicable; however, the solution 
is not restricted to "small" fluctuations as in the perturbation result. This is also true of non- 
linear stochastic or nonlinear deterministic systems; the methods proposed involve no "small 
fluctuation" or "small nonlinearity" assumptions. 
Let us consider a simple nonlinear ordinary differential equation with an exponential nonlin- 
earity 
dy/dx  + e ~ = 0 
y(0) = 1 
In our usual standard form (1983) this is written 
Ly + Ny  - x 
with L = d/dx  and Ny = e~. We solve for Ly, i.e., Ly = -Ny  then write L - tLy  - - L -1Ny  
with L-1 defined as the integration over z. Thus 
y = y(O) - L -1Ny  
the nonlinear term Ny e ~ is replaced by co = ~.=o A .  where the An can be written as A. (e~)  to 
emphasize that they are generated for this specific function. Thus, 
co 
y = y (0) -  L -1 A . (e ' )  
n=0 
and term-by-term identification yields 
The An(e ~) are given by 
y0 = y(0) = 1 
Yl = -L -1Ao  
Y2 = -L -1A1 
Y.+I = -L - tA .  
Ao = e y° 
A1 = yl e y° 
A2 = (y2/2 + y2)e y° 
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Thus 
Yo= 1 
Y l  ~ - -ex  
y2 = e2z2/2 
y3 = -eSz3/3!  
oo 
y = 1 -t- Z ( -1 ) ' *enxn/n!  
which can also be written y = 1 - ln[1 -I- ez] for z < 1/e. 
Suppose we replace e ~ by 1 + y, dropping all terms of the series for eY except the constant and 
the linear term. The differential equation becomes 
Then 
so that  
dy/dx = - ( l+y)  
y = y(0) -- L - l (1  + y) 
=I -L - I [ I ] - L - IZy  n 
n~.O 
y0= 1-x  
Yl ---- - L - l (1  - z) 
y.  = -L - ly . _ l  (n > 1) 
Since y is the sum of the components, we have 
oo 
y -- Z{( -1 )nxn/n!  + ( -1 )n+lxn+x/ (n  -t" 1)!} 
n----0 
y = e -= + (e -= - 1) -- 2e -= - 1 
We will identify this linearized solution as Yl and compare with the the solution y of the nonlinear 
equation. The results are given in the table: 
x y~ y 
0 1.0000 1.0000 
0.1 0.7595 0.8097 
0.2 0.5658 0.6375 
0.3 0.4036 0.4816 
0.4 0.2641 0.3406 
0.5 0.1417 0.2131 
Let's consider a hyperbolic sine nonlinearity: Consider the equation 
du/dt - k sinh u/a  = 0 
where u(O) = c > 0 for t > O. 
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If we assume that we can approximate sinh u/a  ~ u/a,  we have du/dt - ku /a  = O. Now 
oo  solving by decomposition with u = ~,n=o ?2,, L = d/dt, and L -1 as the definite integral from 0 
to t 
Lu - ku /a  = 0 
L -1Lu  = L - l (k /a )u  
oo 
u = ~(o) + L - l (k /~)u  = ~ u.  
n~-O 
u0 = ?2(0) = c 
U 1 "-" (k /a )c t  "-- ck t /a  
u~ = c (k t /~)Wm! 
i.e., ?2 = ce ktl~. To solve the original equation with sinh 72/c~ 
Oo O0 
u= Eun = c+kL- I  EAn  
n=0 n=0 
where the An are generated for Nu = sinh u/a.  These are given by 
A0 = sinh(?20/a) 
A1 =(Ul /a )  cosh(?20/~) 
A2 =(u2/ a ) cosh( ?2o/ a ) + (1/2!)( 72~ / a 2) sinh(?20/~) 
A3 =(us~a) cosh(uo/a) + (Ul/O~)(u2/ot) sinh(uo/a) 
+ (1/3!)(727/~3) co~h(u0/~)  
Now 
720 -- C 
?2 1 : kL - IAo  -- kL - l [ s inh  ?2o/a] - :  k~sinh c/oc 
u2 = kL-1A1 = kL-l[(?21/a) cosh(?20/o~)] 
= kL - l [ (kt /a)  sinh(c/a) cosh(c/a)] 
= (k2t2/2!a) sinh(c/a) cosh(c/a) 
u3 = kL-1A2 = kL-l[(?22/a) cosh(?20/c~) + (1/2)(u~/a 2) sinh(?2o/a)] 
= kL -1 [(k2t2/2)(1/a)2 sinh(c/a) cosh~(c/a) 
+ (1/2)(k2t2)(1/a) 2 sinhS(c/a)] 
= (kSt3/3!)(1/a)2 sinh(c/a)[sinh2(c/a) + cosh2(c/a)] 
?24 = (k4t4/4!)(1/a)a[sinh(c/a)cosh(c/a)][5 sinh2(c/a) + cosh2(c/a)] 
Thus the correct solution is the sum of the Un above while the linearized solution is 
72 = c[1 + kt /a  + (kt/a)2/2! + (kt/~)3/3! +. . . ]  
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If we assume a = e ---- k = 1, we have the results u - e t in the linear case which can be 
compared with the nonlinear solution. 
t Linear solut ion Nonl inear  solut ion 
0 1 1 
.1 1.105170918 1.127402502 
.2 1.221402758 1.278624737 
.3 1.349858808 1.462380247 
.4 1.491824698 1.693614375 
.5 1.648721271 2.001468676 
.6 1.8221188 2.456234584 
.7 2.013752707 3.325545159 
.75 2.117000017 4.512775469 
.76 2.13827622 5.121285511 
.77 2.159766254 6.939848656 
.7719 2.163873711 10.9022661 
.771936 2.163951611 14.69149181 
.77193683 2.163953407 20.34929139 
.7719368329 2.163953414 28.3241683 
.7719368330 2.163953414 c~ 
The error in the linear solution at t is given by 

















5. A BR IEF  D ISCUSSION OF SOME RECENT RESULTS 
a) Partial Solutions: A recent paper, "Equality of Partial Solutions in the Decomposition 
Method for Linear or Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations," by G. Adomian and R. Rach 
shows that the (partial) solutions obtained by solving for the (highest-ordered) linear operator 
terms are equal, i.e., actual solutions, when the boundary conditions are general (and asymptot- 
ically equal when the boundary conditions in one independent variable are not functions of other 
variables). Thus in the general case it is not necessary in an equation like L,:u + L~u + Nu = 0 to 
solve for both operator terms for two partial solutions from which the true solution is obtained. 
When one equation makes no contribution because the u0, and therefore all following terms, 
vanish, then as we have previously explained the remaining partial solution is the solution and 
we also know it will go to zero at ~ .  For example in ut = u~ with u(x, 0) = sin(Trx/l), 
u(O,t) = u(l,t) = 0, the solution u(x,t)  = e - '~t lzs in(rz / l )  is immediately obtained from 
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L,u = L~u and operation by L~ "1. The equation L~u = Ltu, with application of L~ 1, gives 
uo = O, un+l = 0 for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .  so does not contribute. We notice that the solution we 
obtained from the t equation ---* 0 as t --* ~ because the x conditions are not functions of t. 
b) Smooth Expansions of Piecewise Differentiable Functions: A paper "Smooth Polynomial 
Expansions of Piecewise-differentiable Functions" by R. Rach and G. Adomian combines the 
use of decomposition for algebraic equations and for differential equations to obtain smooth 
approximations for piecewise differentiable functions. Until now the An polynomials have been 
used only for analytic functions. Thus we can consider functions uch as y(x) = ~2 on 0 < z < 1 
and y(x) = x for 1 < • < oo. A rather remarkable feature is that no Gibbs phenomena occurs 
and we have a smooth approximation of a few terms which simply rounds off the corner at the 
non-differentiable point at the intersection. 
6. SUMMARY 
The decomposition method can be an effective method for solution of a wide class of problems 
generally providing a rapidly convergent series solution. It has some distinct advantages over 
usual approximation methods in that it is computationally convenient, provides analytic, verifi- 
able solutions not requiring perturbation, linearization, or the massive computations inherent in 
discretization methods uch as finite differences. Since it solves nonlinear problems rather than 
linearizing them, the resulting solutions are physically more realistic. 
There are, of course, many matters remaining to investigate on the mathematical framework, 
but it appears reasonable to say, at this point, that although this is still research in progress, the 
decomposition method certainly appears valuable for physicists and engineers concerned with 
real physical problems for the following reasons. It has solved many problems without usual 
restrictions that can change the problem supposedly being solved, sometimes quite significantly. 
It is computationally convenient and it is adaptable to a wide range of systems of nonlinear 
(and/or stochastic) differential equations in space and time even when delays are involved or 
the boundary conditions are nonlinear, stochastic, or coupled [1]. Obviously, it should now be a 
fertile field for investigation of its effectiveness in dealing with large classes of equations [2]. (A 
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